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Q.  Here with Hannah Green after her second round at
the JM Eagle LA Championship.  Can you take us
through some of the challenges you've seen out there
on the course this week?

HANNAH GREEN:  Yeah, I guess it kind of gets a little
swirly out here, so it's kind of hard to pick the right swirl
and the right club.  But it also is starting to get bouncy. 
Greens are still relatively soft, but predicting what the first
bounce is is still quite difficult.  I think staying patient and
sometimes not being as aggressive as you may have been
in the previous day or in the past is quite important.

Q.  This is a course that you have played really well on
before.  What is it that you like about it here that really
suits your game?

HANNAH GREEN:  I think you have to hit the ball really
well.  Obviously you have to do that most weeks, but I think
you have to make sure you're positioned and leave it in the
correct place, otherwise you can make pretty soft bogeys. 
But yeah, I think because I've had good history here, that
definitely helps with my confidence, as it probably hasn't
been as high since the start of the year.  So it's nice to
come back to a familiar place.

I think the golf course is really good.  The food is great in
LA.  I have a lovely host family that I've been with the last
six years.  It's just a really nice environment to be in.

Q.  For tomorrow, how do you make the most of
moving day to keep yourself up at the top?

HANNAH GREEN:  Yeah, I've just got to keep doing what
I'm doing and trying to minimize all the errors that I did
make in the first round.  There is lots of birdies to be had,
it's just, yeah, whoever makes the most.  Still being
aggressive but picking my moments when that happens.
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